
 
 

 

Hike Via Alpina - 8 Day Adventure 
 

Rated one of the World’s Best Hikes  

  

 a majestic, enchanting multi-day hike through the “heart” of Switzerland    

 

 Guided Hike with 2 daily hiking options 
Travel Light - Luggage Transported 

Stay at Swiss Chalets - wonderful dinners & breakfasts  

 

 Via Alpina takes you through the most beautiful regions in the Swiss Alps.  
The trail consists of publicly maintained gravel, dirt, rocky, wide and narrow paths.  
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Experience breathtaking views of glaciers, dramatic mountain peaks, Sound of Music 
green pastures with alpine flora and fauna with cowbells ringing in the air 

 

 
 

Engelberg 
This small Alpine village, a 2 hour train ride from the Zürich airport, with an easy transfer in Lucerne is 
located at 3,000 ft,  is the start of our Swiss adventure. You are surrounded by 10,000 ft mountain 
peaks and immediately sense you are in the middle of the Swiss Alps. 
 
There is time to stroll through the  Benedictine Monastery gardens originally founded in 1120 and visit 
the public retail shop where you see & learn how cheese is made and  get to taste it too.  
 
We take gondolas and cable cars to the summits where we hike on the well marked trails. 
  

Melchsee-Frutt 
This tiny Alpine village reachable by foot or cable car is nestled in between, a glacier lake and 
mountains. From our resort, you see the trails you’ve hike and are going to hike with stunning views. 
 
The next day we present options on how to get to Meiringen where we board a local Swiss postal bus 
to Grindelwald; these include hike the ridge or ride the cable car, then bus and train. 
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Grindelwald 
Now you are in this plush green valley full of pastures surrounded with chalet looking homes and 
hotels with 13,000 ft mountains like the Eiger, Mönch & Jungfrau and glaciers towering over you.  
 
The train trip through the Eiger mountain to  the top of the Jungfraujoch at 11,400 ft and the walk on 
Europe’s largest glacier. It is really a one of a kind wonderful highlight fun experience. 

 
 

On our way to Mürren, we walk through the Lauterbrunnen valley and visit the Trümmelbach Falls.  
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Mürren 
The only way to reach lovely Murren is by taking a series of cable cars & trains. Once you’re there, 
you’re walking  around this charming 5,000 ft elevation car-free village.  
 
You are at the foot of the Schilthorn peak where a James Bond 007 movie was filmed.  
 
The entire Jungfrau mountain range stares at you - offering stunning Alpine views that you’ll always 
treasure. 
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